December 2017

#RAKLouisville

23 Days of Kindness

Daily Challenge 2017
Kick off your
RAK month
by bringing a
breakfast treat
to a teacher,
co-worker or
neighbor.
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11

5

Make 10 hygiene packs
2
for the homeless
Give thank you cards to
your teacher(s) and/or
bus driver(s), You can
include a treat.

6

Bring hot chocolate
to salvation army
bell ringers

Go to the
nearest
fire station
and bring
them lunch/
breakfast/
12
dinner.
Bring a box of
pizza to the
17
police station.

Pay for someone’s
meal in the
20
Drive-Thru

Bus riders, bring
hot chocolate
to your
bus driver.

13

Put candy
canes on
people’s
car wind
shields
18

3

Put encouraging
notes on 5 cars in a
public parking lot

Make goody bags
and put them
under 7 mailboxes
or leave by the
front door. Or
just give it to the
first 7 people
you see.
7

Bring a box of
donuts to school
and give them to 12
students/teachers in
the parking lot

Pay for
someone’s
gas at the
gas station

4

Bring
cookies
to
employees
in two
or more
stores

Donate canned soups to street
outreach teams in Louisville (The
Forgotten Louisville, Burrito
Riders and Keep Louisville Warm)

19

Buy someone’s dessert
at a restaurant

Donate 5 books to the
local library or to an
elementary
8
school classroom.

21

14

Buy some flowers and
hand them out at a senior
citizen’s club or nursing
home. Visit the residents!

9

Ding-dong ditch
donuts to a
10 neighbor

Leave a “you’ve been RAK’ed!
Pass it on” care package on
someone’s doorstep
15

16

Ask around if someone you know
is adopting. Donate some money
towards their adoption fees along
with an encouraging note.

Make a dinner basket
with ingredients for
a meal and surprise
someone (neighbor,
co-worker, teacher)
with it. (jar of
spaghetti sauce,
22
pack of pasta,
brownie mix, etc)

POST YOUR RAKS AT #RAKLOUISVILLE

RAK LOUISVILLE
DAY!!!
Come up with a
brilliant idea to
show kindness to
your city!
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